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Can Two-Photon Interference be Considered the Interference of Two Photons?
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We report on a “postponed compensation” experiment in which the observed two-photon entangled
state interference cannot be pictured in terms of the overlap of the two individual photon wave
packets of a parametric down-conversion pair on a beam splitter. In the sense of a quantum
eraser, the distinguishability of the different two-photon Feynman amplitudes leading to a coincidence
detection is removed by delaying the compensation until after the output of an unbalanced two-photon
interferometer. [S0031-9007(96)01106-4]
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In his famous introduction [1] to the single particl
superposition principle, Feynman stated that, “. . . it h
in it the heart of quantum mechanics. In fact, it contai
theonly mystery.” Within the context of Young’s classic
two-slit experiment [2], the role of the observer an
the indistinguishability of the “alternative amplitudes
leading to the “final event” have helped exemplify th
complementarity inherent in the foundations of quantu
mechanics. Yet unlike single particle experiments, t
“final events” in two-photon experiments are coinciden
measurements, and the notion of these “alternatives”
to be treated with even greater care. For this reas
it is important to explicitly demonstrate that two-photo
interference cannot simply be pictured as the interfere
between two single photons.

Consider, for example, the Hong-Ou-Mandel (HOM
two-photon interferometer [3], where the signal and idl
photons of a spontaneous parametric down-convers
(SPDC) pair are sent in two beams,a and b, which re-
flect off mirrors and are then recombined at a beam sp
ter. When the relative phase delay,dab, between these two
beams is changed, a destructive two-photon quantum in
ference effect is seen in the form of a “dip” in the coinc
dence counting rate when the distances between the cry
and the beam splitter along the two beams are made e
to within the coherence length of the down-converted ph
tons,lcoh. Because, loosely speaking, indistinguishabili
leads to interference, it is quite tempting to rely on a pictu
which somehow envisions the interference as arising
tween two individual photons of a given down-conversio
pair. For one sees that when the condition for total d
structive interference is held, the two optical paths of t
interferometer are exactly the same length, and it appe
impossible to distinguish which photon caused either s
gle detection event. This concept is further reinforced
the fact that increasingdab, which begins to make these
path lengths distinguishable, also happens to corresp
to a degradation of two-photon interference.

However, the theoretical treatment of HOM [3] and a
experiment by Kwiat, Steinberg, and Chiao [4] clear
show that the interference in this type of two-photo
0031-9007y96y77(10)y1917(4)$10.00
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experiment is due to the indistinguishability of the vario
two-photon amplitudes describing the various alternati
leading to a coincidence count. In this type of two-phot
picture, there are two such alternatives: the amplitu
corresponding to the case in which both photons
reflected by the beam splitter (called r-r) and the amplitu
corresponding to the case in which both photons
transmitted by the beam splitter (called t-t). Whendab

is set so that the photons arrive at the beam splitte
the same time these two two-photon amplitudes beco
completely indistinguishable [5], and two-photon quantu
interference is observed. In other words, detectors pla
equidistant from the beam splitter fire at exactly the sa
time, and there is no way,even in principle, to determine
if it was the r-r or the t-t case which led to the coinciden
detection.

Similar effects were observed in the Shih-Alley (SA
type [6] polarization experiments. By inserting a ha
wave plate in beama, the linear polarization ket of the sig
nal photons is rotated from horizontal (jXl) to vertical (jY l)
so that the t-t and r-r cases, respectively, correspond to
two terms of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR)-Boh
like state:jCl , sjXl1jYl2 6 jY l1jXl2d. Therefore, ro-
tating detector analyzersu1 andu2 results in the signature
sin2su1 6 u2d coincidence counting rate polarization inte
ference of this entangled state. However, as in the HO
interferometer, the visibility of this polarization interfe
ence is reduced asdab is increased and the overlap of th
photon wave packets at the beam splitter gets smaller
smaller.

Perhaps because these two different pictures ap
equally valid in these experiments, the commonly accep
interpretive summary is that in the HOM and SA expe
ments, interference arisesonly when the photon wave
packets overlap at the beam splitter. Although this h
pens to be true in these particular experiments, it se
that many fall victim to the logical fallacy of extendin
the results toall similar experiments. In fact, it is no
uncommon for people to think that in these types of tw
photon interference experiments the photons must arriv
the beam splitter at the same time, which seems to im
© 1996 The American Physical Society 1917
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that some type of classical local interaction was requir
between two single photons meeting at the beam spli
and “agreeing” which way to go, or how to be polarized

In this Letter, we hope to dispel this misconception b
reporting on a similar type of two-photon experiment
which interference is observed,even though the photons
arrive at the beam splitter at much different times.In this
experiment a picture based on the interference betw
two individual photons is clearly inapplicable.

The basic ideas of the experiment can be seen in Fig
which is topologically simplified to present the setup
terms of the SA-type polarization version of the balanc
HOM interferometer. Here, however, a phase shifter h
been placed in the signal beam and set to cause a d
ctay ¿ lcoh. Clearly, the photon wave packetsdo not
arrive at the beam splitter at the same time: thejXl
photon from beamb arrives much before thejYl photon
from beama. Therefore, just as before, thewelcher weg
information gained, in principle, by the detectors firing
different times renders the two terms of the EPR-Boh
state completely distinguishable, and results in a compl
loss of interference.

But what if we could somehow compensate for th
delayafter the interferometer in such a way that the dete
tor firing times do not provide any information concern
ing which of the two-photon alternative amplitudes led
the coincidence detection? Could we then restore the qu
tum coherence and revive the interference? The answe
“yes.”

One way we can perform this type of “postponed com
pensation” is to simply place a “compensator” in one of th
output ports of the beam splitter [7]. As shown in Fig. 1
the compensator requires thejXl polarized idler photons
to take a long path of relative delayt1x compared to the
jY l polarized signal photons.

With the analyzers at 45±, we now set the delay of
the compensatortwice as large as the pre-beam-splitte
delay (t1x  2tay ) and consider the two possible ampl

FIG. 1. Schematic representation in terms of the HOM inte
ferometer. Although the photons do not arrive at the bea
splitter at the same time, indistinguishability may be preserv
by compensatingafter the interferometer.
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tudes leading to a coincidence detection, which are sh
through the Feynman-like diagrams of Fig. 2. In the
case we see that the detectors do not fire at the same
becauseD1 is triggered after the relative delaytay . How-
ever, in the t-t case, it isD2 which is triggered after dela
tay , but D1 fires even later, corresponding to the relat
delayt1x . The end result is that in each caseD2 fires be-
fore D1 by the same amount of time [8]. Therefore, ev
though the different optical paths leading to each indiv
ual detector are completely distinguishable, it is import
to note that the two two-photon amplitudes are comple
indistinguishable by the coincidence measurement, and
can therefore see quantum interference between them

So with u1  u2  645± [9], scanningt1x past the
value 2tay results in a HOM dip (or peak) in the coin
cidence counting rate. Here, however, there is an ove
phase difference between the two indistinguishable t
photon amplitudes, and so we can expect this peak
“envelope” to be filled with standard idler frequency o
cillations [10],

Rcst1x
d  1 2 cossvxt1x

des2s2y2d s2tay 2t1x d2

, (1)

where vx is the idler frequency, ands is inversely
proportional tolcoh.

Near the bottom (or top) of this envelope the two ter
of the EPR-Bohm state are completely indistinguisha
and we should be able to rotate the analyzers and

FIG. 2. Conceptual Feynman-like diagrams of the r-r c
(left sides) and t-t case (right sides), with the familiar HO
and SA example shown for reference. The beam spl
is represented by the thin vertical lines. In the postpo
compensation experiment, the relative delays are indicate
vertical dashed lines, and it is clear that in each case
photons do not arrive at the beam splitter at the same t
Note that the misconception of single photon paths be
equated with the two-photon “alternatives,” which happens
work in the HOM and SA example, clearly falls apart in t
postponed compensation experiment.
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the polarization interference. As shown below, th
expected standard two-photon interference patterns
exactly what was observed in our experimental realiza
of postponed compensation.

Rather than using type-I SPDC and a half-wave p
in the signal beam, the actual experimental setup t
advantage of type-II SPDC [11], in which the photons
a given down-conversion pair naturally emerge from
crystal with orthogonal polarizations. Furthermore,
noncollinear geometry shown in Fig. 1 was replaced
a collinear one in which the degenerate wavelength si
and idler photons exit the crystal in the same direct
as the pump and their optical paths leading to the sin
input port of the beam splitter are equivalent to beama
andb in Fig. 1.

Shown schematically in Fig. 3, this type-II SPDC w
achieved by sending roughly 300 mW of the 351.1
line of an argon-ion laser into a 0.5 mm thickb-BaB2O4
(BBO) crystal whose optic axis was cut at 49.2± with
respect to the pumping beam direction.

The pump beam was then separated from the 702.2
degenerate wavelength down-conversion beam by m
of a UV grade fused silica dispersion prism, and s
to a beam dump. Detector packages, which consi
of a rotatable Glan-Thomson polarizing prism (analyz
followed by a 10 nm bandwidth spectral filter and a stro
collection lens which focused all of the incoming lig
onto a single photon counting avalanche photodiode, w
placed roughly 1 m away in each of the output ports. T
output pulses of the detectors were sent to a coincide
circuit with a 2.3 ns acceptance window, thereby ensu
spacelike separated detection events.

In this collinear configuration the pre-beam-splitter d
lay tay was realized by inserting a 20 mm quartz rod w
its fast axis aligned parallel to thejXl direction and its
slow axis parallel to thejY l direction. At wavelengths
around 702.2 nm this birefringent rod delayed thejY l sig-
nal photons relative to thejXl idler photons by imposing a
optical path length difference of roughly180 mm. Since
lcoh, which is primarily determined by the 10 nm spect
width filters, is only about50 mm (in fact, the “natural”

FIG. 3. A schematic of the actual experimental set
Collinear type-II phase matched SPDC provides pairs
orthogonally polarized photons which enter a single input p
of a beam splitter. Birefringent quartz rods and plates are u
to implement the delaystay andt1x .
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coherence length defined by this crystal is even smalle
roughly 20 mm [11]), the wave packets are separated
more than 3 times their coherence length, and it is s
to say that they do not arrive at the beam splitter at
same time.

To implement the compensator shown in Fig. 1, t
more identical 20 mm quartz rods were placed in
output port of the beam splitter leading toD1. These
rods, however, were rotated by 90±, thereby forcing the
jXl photons to take the relative “long path,” and t
compensation conditiont1x

 2tay
was held. In order to

“scan” t1x around this condition and observe the envelo
interference pattern, we placed eight 1 mm thick qua
plates after these two rods. The relative optical de
caused by each plate was roughly9 mm. Unlike the
rods, however, these quartz plates werenot rotated by 90±,
essentially “shortening” the long path of the compensa
so thatt1x

, 2tay
. By removing these plates one by on

the effective “length” of the long path was increased u
t1x  2tay .

We then rotated these same plates by 90± andreinserted
them one by one, thereby increasing the long path of
compensator so thatt1x . 2tay . Slightly tilting one of the
quartz rods upon removal or insertion of the plates allow
us to adjust the overall phase delay on the order of the m
smaller scale idler frequency oscillations. In this way ea
of the data points was taken resting along the edge of
dip-peak envelope, allowing the interference effect to
clearly seen (see Fig. 4).

At the bottom of the dip (e.g.,t1x  2tay ), we rotated
the analyzers to see the sin2su1 2 u2d polarization inter-
ference [12] shown in Fig. 5.

In addition to simply demonstrating this new effe
the high visibility of the polarization interference fringe
could even be used to test Bell’s inequality [13]. Fu
thermore, this type of postponed compensation offers

FIG. 4. Experimental data demonstrating the expected p
dip “envelope” interference pattern. As explained in the te
each point corresponds to a 1 mm quartz plate being inserte
removed from the system, and the width is seen to corresp
to lcoh [3]. The dashed line is a Gaussian fitting.
1919
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FIG. 5. Polarization interference at the bottom of the pea
dip envelope. The solid line is a sin2su1 2 u2d fitting, with
s97.3 6 1.9d% visibility.

another experimental realization of the “quantum eras
phenomenon [4,14] in the following sense: Without t
compensator in place, the detector firing times offer,
principle, completewelcher weginformation about which
amplitude led to the coincidence detection.

By inserting the compensator, we erase this informat
and restore the interference pattern. Finally, we note t
the idea of replacing the input to the compensator in
schematic of Fig. 1 with a suitable fast optical switc
could allow for a practical demonstration of the “delaye
choice” concept [15].

In conclusion, the results of this experiment clea
demonstrate that two-photon interference effects can
observed even when the optical paths in the interferom
have very different lengths, and the photons do not arr
at the beam splitter at the same time. In several ear
polarization experiments [6] the intuitively comfortin
notion of the photons overlapping at the beam splitter
not at the heart of the interference, but a mere artifac
the particular geometry of the setups. What is import
is the indistinguishability of the two-photon amplitude
which may be maintained or destroyedafter the output of
the interferometer. This type of postponed compensa
highlights the nonclassical nature of the two-photon st
produced in SPDC, which cannot simply be thought of
two single photons.

We gratefully acknowledge the many useful discussio
with L. C. B. Ryff. This work was supported by Office o
Naval Research Grant No. N00014-91-J-1430.
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